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File Search I'm trying to setup a search configuration in Notepad++
that starts with the word 'f_' and then looks for any folder that
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contains the word 'r_' in it. That is, a search for 'f_r_folder' would
look in any folder that contains both 'f' and 'r' in it. Is this possible?

A: Try this: Open notepad++ Go to menu Edit - Replace... Then paste
in search pattern Search for regular expression which is ^f_\w+$ ^ -
start of the string f_ - any characters what you typed before \w+$ -
any characters what you typed after So, for example f_ghjk - will

match only those files which have f_ and ghjk in them, but not f_rabc
or similar. The present invention relates to a data processing method

and apparatus for use in
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the line chart marker spacing? How do I change the marker spacing on a line chart? I am asking this because this chart looks
really unnatural to me, if I had to guess, it's something to do with the spacing between the circles or squares (spaceship) but I

can't seem to change it. A: Working Example If you set the width of the SVG, that will spread the content out, thus making sure
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